Holophone Surround Workshops are coming to your area!!

Warning: Invalid argument supplied for foreach() in /u/h/holophone/www.holophone.com/plugins/system/rokcandy_system.php on line 144

Fits and Starts productions are currently visiting major cities and colleges in the USA. They provide full interactive Surround Sound Seminars which teach users how to integrate modern Surround tools, like Holophone, into 5.1 studio environments. More information and tour dates can be found on their website:

www.howtosound.com
www.fitsandstarts.com

-two pix from the Duquesne University surround workshop. One shows the Holophone in position while setting up musicians and the other shows a partial audience shot.

Cheers,

Hector La Torre
Fits & Starts Productions, LLC
The Leader in Recording & Sound Workshops